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FLOOD TIDE POST PRODUCTION MAP
if ryder v/o here, then figure out sequencing for voice...perhaps only only on river shots

industrial river

water
todd cutting out

todd enter

ryder's funeral

todd sifts through
friend photos

urban scenic

scenic along river
nona on boat

jonathan drives

todd sifts through
archival photos

ryder bottles on lucille

visual introduction to characters, river, journey

water
marshal brings all to
see boat, conv

snowman music

industrial river

show underwater diorama?

ryder collects water 2

todd- jar diorama

todd works in basement

todd diorama details

todd works, packs, exit basement,
and house...door closes.

group intro via music & v/o

marshall walking

intro to landscape, collapse themes

v/o intro to boat concept

boat details

todd exit basement

v/o: i wasn't there

marshall finds boat

enter again, est routine

enter basement, intro to todd work, abstract

POSSIBLE RYDER
INTRO VO?

snowman conversation

water

ryder brings bottles to
watertower

ryder unpacks and
labels bottles in
watertower

working on jar diorama...connect to ryder bottles

this might be a spot for FLOOD in the warehouse

jonathan riding bike

nona & marshall walk
across bridge

MAPS

jonathan comes home,
rent

ryder laundry
watertower

nona and marshall after
dinner dishes/phone
with mom

jonathan in room
playing

blackout

ryder plays dark river

possible MACRO shot of
river at night/rocks (from
lighthouse shoot)

todd flashback
basement

blackout water tower

scenic along river

boat details

more background for characters. blackout.

dark green macro nature, and poss
some urban schen red bldgs

jonathan music carries throughout
warehouse details

ON RIVER/
PRESENT

urban scenic
todd works on
subdivision box

todd enter

marshall gets fired
roofing

ryder bottle altar

marshall shingle
painting stage 1

nona bike approach to
warehouse

nona piano lesson

nona accordion at steel
mill

nona and marshall
warehouse
conversation

marshall shingle
painting stage 2

PAST

water

scenic along river

urban scenic
todd theater diorama

nona and jonathan at
theater

ryder draws in
watertower

todd flashback
basement

boat details

scenic along river

todd exit basement

todd diorama details

and she convinced us all...except for me.

industrial river

SCENIC / TRANSITION
(MULTIPLES OF EACH)

something here with
characters on boats

todd's work (how to personalize), ext context, est reasons for not joining

TODD

todd enter house with
box

todd box contents:
bottle

marshall banjo on
lucille

ryder finds broken
altar

industrial river

todd read ryder journal
1

scenic along river
boats approach castle

connie drives alice

boats underway

castle

quarry

first reveal of boats; first ryder narration; show ryder on board, ryder not go to quarry- big moment, celebratory, but ryder quiet moment
BEGIN RYDER
JOURNAL VO

todd box contents:
friend/boat photos

the end of FLOOD?

todd box contents:
friend/boat photos

possible that this
comes later on the
second main boat
sequence?

RYDER VO
here possibly

urban scenics, context of outside world.
perhaps jonathan bike rides here?

urban scenic
warehouse
conversation

todd box contents:
friend/boat photos

todd didn't come.

todd read ryder journal
1

ryder dismantles
watertower

marshall finds barrels

and then things happened quickly

nona and jonathan
scrap

ryder brings wood to
build site

jonathan and nona
scrap arrives

rolling barrels and
down to site

passing barrels down to
beach

some vo from ryder...the waste, excess...dismantling...
scrap montage

boats docked
build stage 1 lucille

build everyone

todd enter

todd read ryder journal
1

todd box contents:
bottle

couldn't do it alone...other people
came, friends of friends...moementum

water

lucille build banding

ryder and nona with
bottles at buildsite

todd box contents:
friend/boat photos

ryder & nona at altar

motors broken down

todd exit basement

boats broken down...something needs to be done
twilit buildsite footage here?

urban scenic

boats underway
todd enter

scenic interlude

lucille goes in water

pontoons go down

todd: ryder journalbirds

ryder draws night at
buildsite

launching in rain

buildsite at night

todd works with box
materials

todd with tape recorder

begin working with river
ephemera to make box

todd looks on

boats docked

boats docked
marshall works on
engines, nona bored

nona and marshall
arrive at dinner

nona and marshall at
awkward dinner

nona and peggy talk

nona and marshall play
music for mom

todd works with box
materials

ryder and beth meet/
eye contact

ryder & beth make out

ryder & beth sit by
boats at night, talk

boats broken down...something needs to be done

todd read ryder journal
1

nona and marshall
sneak out in the
morning

boats docked
todd read ryder journal
1

nona and chicken

ryder and beth find
dead bird

ryder and beth say
goodbye

boats docked
ryder walks into water

whatever underway stuff there
is...ryder swimming, crew etc.

todd read jonathan
letter

industrial river
nona finds ryder's body

ryder's funeral

nona busking

todd at altar leaving
box

todd on bus

jonathan leaving

boat details

todd finishes box,
packs up.

scenic along river

ryder and beth wake
together

this needs to be a different
"broken down shot" than later.
introducing the idea that the
boats break down a lot
possible to put chicken here
(he reappears later?)
something about the motors
people.

STUCK

